
MicroSurvey brings decades of innovation and 
expertise in survey field software creation to our 
next generation multi-platform FieldGenius 
Application. Customers will feel right at home in 
the familiar interface and be instantly productive 
using their favorite features. New users will love 
the logical, map-driven layout and built-in help 
resources to get them surresources to get them surveying with little to no 
downtime. Try it yourself to see just how easy it 
is to get into FieldGenius. 

DECADES OF
INNOVATION
NOW ON ANDROID

TRY A DEMO
MICROSURVEY.COM DEMO

Android is a trademark of Google LLC.

FieldGenius for Android™ is the first iteration of a plan 

to provide customers with full range of multi-platform 

options. New versions of this next generation 

FieldGenius product are in the works for Windows and 

IOS devices.  Our goal is to provide users with a choice 

on what hardware and platform to use.  MicroSurvey is 

developing one application that will run on multiple 

platforms with the same look, feel and functionality.platforms with the same look, feel and functionality.

MULTIPLATFORM

With FieldGenius for Android™ you are not locked in to 

one hardware supplier.  FieldGenius connects with 

GNSS receivers and Total Stations from dozens of 

different manufactures. With FieldGenius for Android, 

we will continue to support the widest possible range of 

survey instruments offered by manufacturers around 

the globe. Hardware freedom means you can train staff 

on one field survey software package for use with the on one field survey software package for use with the 

widest variety of instruments in your inventory. 

HARDWARE FREEDOM

FieldGenius for Android™ has maintained 

MicroSurvey’s iconic industry leading real time display 

of survey data and field observations on interactive 

maps. Project progress is easy to visualize in 

FieldGenius because all new work is displayed on the 

map as it is conducted; a quick review makes it easy to 

see points that are out of place. New slide-out panels 

displaying observation and point data provide key displaying observation and point data provide key 

information at a glance, and an integrated details page 

is provided for further analysis. 

MAPDRIVEN

Learn More At:

MicroSurvey.com/FGA


